
Re-iteration of studio 3 concept  

Acts highlighted in red and bold 

Content of the scene in black 

Shot type and camera angles in blue 

Act 1 

A bird looking inside the shop 

Back shot of the bird looking inside 

A watchmaker’s shop where he is working on a watch that’s almost ready 

Point of view of the watch; eyes of the watchmaker, bird visible from inside 

Focus on his tools and eyes working tirelessly only 

Watch almost ready in the shop, the watchmaker does the final setting of the watch-sounds like tick 

And then beautiful music plays; watchmaker gets back; keeps tools on the table 

Watchmaker and bird visible from inside the shop 

  --------------------------title------------------------------- 

The bird enjoys the music and is outside the shop and dances to the music of the watch 

Front shot on the street 

Watch is placed on a brand new decorated platter with a ribbon,  

Front and top shot inside the shop 

Someone comes and grabs it (music stops as the person shuts the watch off) as he grabs it 

Front shot 

Music shuts off; bird is shocked and turns 

Bird’s over the shoulder shot, bird looks inside the shop 

Exchange of money and the watch 

Front shot and top view of the table as exchange happens 

Then again front shot of the watch going in dark 

Dip to black watch is in the same position 

Act 2 

Scene of a birthday party opens-the same hand places the watch in the exact same position  

A child’s hand comes and opens it, watch plays music a lil, bird lands on the window 

Front shot 

Child hand shuts it off bird is sad 



Top angled shot 

Inside point of view of the watch shutting off; bird becomes sad 

Dip  

Watch placed on the same position, by someone with other gifts, groom’s hand opens it, music 
plays, bride’s hand shuts it off-watch falls off a lil from its stand 

Front and side angled shot 

Point of view of the watch, bird is on the branch 

Bird just becomes sad 

Dip  

Grad ceremony, bird walking on the table, opens the watch with its beak, a hand comes, shuts the 
watch; watch falls more and signals the bird the bird to shoo away  

Dip 

Fast sad background music (point of view of the bird) 

 Then picnic  

Then christmas 

Then Anniversary 

Camera pans only switching between panning of the scene, the bird’s sad face, and constant 
shutting of the watch from the side/inside of the watch 

Dramatic shots – the whole scene and all shots revolving around the watch and various noises 
coming of all the scenes combined 

Time swirling around the watch, like a time-lapse and watch remaining constant and keeps on falling 
and deteriorating over time and falling over time. Noises of all the scenes just coming in into the 
swirl and the watch falling apart over time and falling from his stand finally landing in a dead 
position and lying down on the base tray 

Watch lying in the same position but now sad 

Fallen down from its stand 

dip 

Act 3 

Cobwebs developed on the watch 

Lands in a dump yard (dark environment) 

Discovered by the bird 

Who looks at it 

Discovers the watch, opens it with its beak and beautiful music plays (environment lights up) 


